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The Wheatbelt NRM

Monitoring Dashboard
www.wheatbeltstrategy.com.au

Wheatbelt NRM has developed a dashboard to guide future understanding and
priorities for the management of the natural resources of the Avon River Basin and
provide a clearer snapshot of its health. The dashboard is a web-based snapshot
tracking 12 indicators including soil acidity, vegetation cover, salinity and catchment
dryness. The dashboard is accessible through smart phones, tablets and computers.
Harvesting in Kulin

The dashboard identifies the regions Thresholds
of Potential Concern (TPC) and illustrates the big
resource issues fundamental to the underlying
structure and function of the region. These
indicators show how close we are to reaching
major tipping points, that once we cross, tip us
over to a fundamentally new state.
Wheatbelt NRM CEO Natarsha Woods said the
tool would be useful for communities doing
environmental work to be able to see the impact
we are collectively having on the Wheatbelt.

sedimentation, population trends and soil organic
carbon.
Natarsha Woods said measuring the health of
remnant vegetation was done in two ways.
“We look at how much remnant vegetation still
exists in the Wheatbelt, but we also map patches
of remnant vegetation greater than 10 hectares,”
Natarsha Woods said.
“This is important because in the Avon Arc only
nine per cent of native vegetation patches are
greater than this size”.

“We are bringing together data to give us a
better picture of what
is happening in the
We are bringing
Wheatbelt,” Natarsha
together data to
Woods said.
“For example, we have
always had details on how
many trees Wheatbelt
NRM plants in the
catchment”.

“

give us a better
picture of what
is happening in
the Wheatbelt“

The Dashboard makes use of the data that other
people are collecting.
“The Dashboard brings that together with data
from the Department of Agriculture and Food WA,
satellite data of fires, our local tree nurseries and
the government’s vegetation clearing approvals”.
“We can then get a better picture on the trees
potential impact on remnant vegetation cover.”
Other indicators include farm financial viability,
waterway acidity, eutrophication and

“Having a bigger patch of remnant
vegetation usually means it is better off,
its providing habitat for more animals and
probably has less weeds”.
Natarsha Woods said people logging on to
the dashboard would be able to provide
feedback.

“This is a living project that will constantly
be updated. The work relies on ‘other
people’s data’ so it can only be updated as the
information becomes available. We also intend
to change it based on the feedback from the
community. We need people to let us know how
we can make it more useful, and what other
information is out there that we could include”.
Natural Resource Management interventions
do not happen if there is no shared vision for
what we need to do and why. It is expected that
this dashboard will evolve as more data sources
become evident.
See Dashboard widgets on the next page
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Soil Acidity

Land and Water Salinisation

Percentage of topsoil less than pH 5.5
Soil acidity is widespread in WA agricultural soils, where the
net removal of agricultural products and use of nitrogen
based fertilisers has contributed to soil acidification. Acid
surface and subsurface soils can significantly reduce plant
growth and leave soils vulnerable to degradation.
Data source: Department of Agriculture and Food, WA

Remnant Bushland

Land clearing, primarily for agriculture, has arguably had
the greatest impact on species viability in the Wheatbelt
region. Greater than 70% of the native vegetation of the
Wheatbelt NRM region has been cleared since European
settlement and an average of over 2700 hectares have
been approved for clearing per year since 2010.
Data Source: Department of Environmental Regulation

Widespread land clearing and agricultural
production based on shallow-rooted crops has
resulted in rising groundwater and the salinisation
of soils and water systems.
Data Source: Landgate, WA

Remnant Patch Size

The condition of remnant vegetation is an important
aspect of its contribution to ecosystem health. The size
of remnant vegetation patches is a key indicator of the
condition and resilience of an area of vegetation and
contributes to its ability to support biodiversity. That is, as
patch size increases, the habitat continuity and diversity,
ability to resist invasive species and ability to maintain
ecologically important fire regimes is increased.
Data source: Department of Parks and Wildlife

Drying Catchment

The potential climate change impact of reduced
rainfall and hotter temperatures will mean less water
available within the soil profile and reduce run-off
into the Avon River, leading to a dryer catchment.
Data source: Department of Water, WA

Farm Financial Viability

Farmers with a >3:1 debt to income ratio
Agriculture is the largest land user and the region’s
social, economic and cultural systems have grown
around this. Farm financial viability is therefore
integral to the region’s community health.
Data source: Planfarm Bankwest Benchmarks
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Waterway Acidity

Acidity carried by rising groundwater is increasingly
affecting inland waterways in the Wheatbelt.
This is particularly problematic in the central and
eastern Wheatbelt and is often exacerbated by the
construction of drains that expose groundwater.
Data source: Department of Agriculture and Food, WA

Population Trend

Population predictions for the ARB display an uneven spatial
pattern. The population of the Avon Arc is forecast to increase
by approximately 20,000 people, from its current population
of 23,400, over the next two decades. In contrast, populations
are predicted to decline over the remainder of the ARB’s
agricultural areas (Western Australian Planning Commission).
Data source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.

Eutrophication (phosphorus)

Eutrophication (nitrogen)

Catchment average Phosphorus load 2001 - 2010
(Milligrams per litre)

Catchment average nitrogen load 2001 - 2010
(Milligrams per litre)

The development of agriculture and population
centres in the Wheatbelt has greatly increased the
amount of phosphorus (P) entering the regions
waterways, leading to macroalgal and potentially
toxic microalgal blooms in tributaries and river pools.

The development of agriculture and population
centres in the Wheatbelt has greatly increased
the amount of nitrogen (N) entering the regions
waterways, leading to macroalgal and potentially
toxic microalgal blooms in tributaries and river pools.

Data source: Department of Water, WA

Data source: Department of Water, WA

Avon Riparian Condition

Organic Carbon

Stream health and stability rating
Sedimentation is a major issue for the Avon River,
with land clearing and the river training scheme
contributing increased volumes of sediment
into the river, leading to many permanent pools
becoming filled with sediment.

The threshold assumes an average bulk density
of 1.5 for soil in the 0-30cm layer, then 1% carbon
equates to 45t/ha.
Data Source: http://www.soilquality.org.au/au/
wa/wa-central/examine/region/carbon-stock-0-30

Data source: Department of Water, WA
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Carbon Farming

By Jo Wheeler, Project Manager – Sustainable Agriculture

Close up of cereal crop

People are talking about ‘carbon farming’ – but what does it mean? It could be called ‘greenhouse
gas farming’, but that is just too hard to say. Carbon farming is all about capturing and storing
carbon in the soil or vegetation and reducing the greenhouse gas emissions from farming
practices. Most farm practices can be changed to reduce emissions or store carbon, and most have
been shown to improve farm productivity.

Why should farmers be interested?
Agriculture is responsible for 16% of all Australian greenhouse emissions. It is responsible for 58%
of all the methane (CH4) emissions and 86% of all the nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions. These gases
are important as they have high global warming potential. Global warming potential is a value
that’s used to compare the ability of different gases to trap heat in the atmosphere, and is based
on the heat absorbing abilities of each gas compared to carbon dioxide (CO2). Methane and nitrous
oxide are the biggest concern for agriculture as they absorb heat well and are long lived in the
atmosphere. They are not the only gases that are problematic, there are also fluorinated gases
that are man-made and used in industries like refrigeration.
The global warming potential of methane is 25 while the warming potential of nitrous oxide is 298.
Table 1 shows which farming practices produce which these gases.

Table 1. Farm practices and gas production
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Farm Practice
Fuel usage

Gases produced
CO2

Cultivation

CO2

Soil Organic Matter

CO2

Crop residue breakdown

CO2

N application

N2O

Burning stubbles

N2O

Biological N fixation

N2O

CH4

Waterlogging

CH4

Livestock emissions

CH4

Manure management

CH4

What can carbon farmers do?
Farmers are already adapting to climate change
by utilising dry seeding, minimum tillage,
and changing to more drought tolerant crop
varieties. They’re changing what they do to
continue being able to produce. The following
strategies are just some of the mitigation
techniques available to reduce or sequester
carbon into the farming landscape and enhance
farm productivity.
One key activity is to understand your soil
condition and the constraints that currently
exist within the soil profile. Fertiliser application
rates can be adjusted to suit soil needs
which could mean a lower rate of fertiliser
application over some soil types – saving money
and reducing the potential of nitrous oxide
emissions from excess nitrogen in the soil.
If the soil constraints are not economical to
fix, these soils could be utilised for permanent
pastures, forage shrubs, agroforestry
plantations or revegetated with local native
species. Perennial vegetation stores carbon
both in the soil and the structure of the plants.
Perennial vegetation on farms can help with
shade and shelter of stock, income stream
diversity, and bringing biodiversity back into the
landscape.

“

One key activity is to
understand your soil
condition and the
constraints that currently
exist within the soil profile. “

Soil compaction is a big issue for some soil
types. Compaction can lead to anaerobic
conditions in the soil which releases nitrous
oxide. If the soil becomes waterlogged, bacteria
in the soil will release methane resulting in
reduced fertiliser efficiency.
Crop rotations are critical to the success of each
season. Changing the rotation to include
a legume could potentially increase overall
profitability. Even if the additional legume

doesn’t have a good profit margin itself, it can
help the following crop with reduced fertiliser
needed or reduced pest control. In the event
of summer rain, cropping or summer active
pastures can help reduce N2O emissions and
reduce associated soil carbon losses, which can
be significant.
Changing the feed of your livestock is a great
way of reducing emissions and improving
productivity. Research has shown that
improving the feed of ruminants can reduce
methane emissions as the feed changes the
mixture of micro-organisms in the stomach.
Biserrula pastures and forage species have been
shown to greatly reduce methane production.
If animals are producing less methane, they are
utilising their feed for greater growth.

The future
Research continues into the best management
practices for continuing to produce our
agricultural products in the face of a changing
climate, and how to mitigate or sequester more
carbon into farming systems.
New varieties of crops are being developed,
livestock genetics are being selected for low
methane emissions, biofuels for machinery use,
soil amendments and how they fit into cropping
programs are all practices that are currently
being studied.
What is already clear is that carbon farming
has a strong role to play in the future of our
industry, helping make our farming practices
more efficient and building resilience in our
land.

Want to
know more?
You can find out all about
carbon farming at:
www.wheatbeltnrm.org.au/
carbonfarming
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Toodyay
Bioblitz
By Leigh Whisson, Regional Landcare Facilitator

Amy Griffiths at the Toodyay Bioblitz

The 2015 Toodyay BioBlitz on the 12th and 13th
of September – the 10th held in the Wheatbelt
- was a community-based, collaborative, 24hour biological survey undertaken on four
private properties totalling almost 350 hectares
of remnant vegetation and farmland on the
Bindoon - Dewars Pool Road and adjacent areas
of Julimar State Forest. Over 60 participants
attended weekend activities run by Wheatbelt
NRM and the Toodyay Naturalists’ Club.
Professional and amateur biologists, ecologists
and naturalists conducted fieldwork with
members of the local Toodyay community and
other participants from across the South West
to help discover more about biodiversity in the
area and share each other’s knowledge, interest
and experience.
For more information
and background on the
“BioBlitz” concept see
http://web.uconn.edu/
mnh/bioblitz/

“

An Organisational Guide is
also available from http://
web.uconn.edu/mnh/
bioblitz/BioBlitzLinks.html.

The Bindoon - Dewars Pool Road is found
within the area that still has significant areas of
remnant vegetation including the Julimar State
Forest and Bindoon Army Training area. The
area surveyed during the BioBlitz included areas
of remnant vegetation on private properties as
well as the adjacent sections of Julimar State
Forest. The woodland vegetation types included
three dominant vegetation communities Jarrah, Marri and Powderbark Wandoo. There
were also heathlands associated with fringing
areas of exposed granite (Moore et al., 1984).

Some of the more
interesting sightings
included nocturnal
spotlighting of Critically
Endangered Woylies “

Location
Toodyay is located in the Avon River Catchment
and forms part of the globally significant
Southwest Australian Ecoregion which is a
biodiversity hot spot of high conservation value
due to its high diversity and also the high level
of threat the whole region is under. A high
proportion of the broader region’s vegetation
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has been cleared for agriculture, and weeds,
fire, feral herbivores and carnivores pose
ongoing threats to the remaining vegetation
and the associated fauna.

Weather
Conditions

After warm temperatures
in the week leading up to
the BioBlitz (mid 20s to 30
degrees), the Saturday of
the BioBlitz was overcast,
cold, wet and very windy.
Temperatures over Saturday night dropped to
10C making it chilly for those camping on site.
Sunday morning dawned bright and sunny with
still conditions, perfect for the morning bird
walk and then became more overcast during
the day. Unfortunately these conditions were
not very conducive to seeing animals during the
evening spotlighting walk or for locating reptiles
during the day.

litz

Results
During the BioBlitz a total of 391 plant and
animal species were recorded from the
four private properties and sections of the
adjacent Julimar State Forest. These included
6 mammal (3 introduced), 10 reptile, 44 bird
(1 introduced), 115 invertebrate, 205 plant
(including one Threatened, one Priority 4 and
one Priority 1 species) and 4 lichen and fungi
species (DPaW 2015).
Some of the more interesting sightings
included nocturnal spotlighting of Critically
Endangered Woylies (Bettongia penicillata
ogilbyi), and despite the cooler weather
finding a South Western Rock Skink (Liopholis
pulchra pulchra) and numerous other reptiles.
Several Endangered Carnaby’s Black Cockatoos
(Calyptorhynchus latirostris) were also observed
feeding in the area on more than one occasion
over the course of the weekend. Evidence of
Echidnas (Tachyglossus aculeatus), Brushtail
Possums (Trichosurus vulpecula), Chuditch
(Dasyurus geoffroii) and the Western Brush
Wallaby (Macropus irma) were also found on
the properties. Unfortunately signs of foxes cats
and rabbits were also observed.

Participants in action

Close up fo Buchanan’s Snake-eyed Skink

Despite the weather conditions a great deal
was achieved by all the participants over the
weekend activities. We would especially like
to thank, the team leaders, the landholders
for allowing access onto the properties and for
the use of their facilities and Department of
Parks and Wildlife for allowing access into the
adjacent Julimar State Forest. Thanks go to the
Toodyay Lions Club for catering and cooking the
Saturday evening meal.

References:

Brian Foley, Toodyay Naturaliste Club

DPaW (2015). Conservation Codes for Western
Australian Flora Available online: http://
www.dpaw.wa.gov.au/images/documents/
plants-animals/threatened-species/Listings/
conservation_code_definitions.pdf
Moore S. A., Williams A. A. E., Crook I. A. and
Chatfield G. R. (1984). Nature reserves of the
Shire of Toodyay, Western Australian Nature
Reserve Management Plan No. 6, Department
of Fisheries and Wildlife

Leigh Whisson, Wheatbelt NRM

Supporting life
in the paddock
By Anika Dent, Project Manager - Biodiversity
Salmon Gum in Goomalling

Many farmers across the Wheatbelt are moving
to Controlled Traffic Farming (CTF) for the
significant yield and paddock management
benefits it brings. It can be easy to think that
CTF is not compatible with paddock trees but
this is not necessarily true.
With all the benefits that paddock trees offer
it is worth taking that bit of extra time initially
marking out paddock trees as hazards in your
Global Positioning System (GPS), rather than
simply removing them. Single paddock trees
left behind in paddocks after clearing are
often between 200-400 years old and provide
multiple benefits for your farm productivity and
the environment.

on these large old trees to spy mice and other
prey animals in crops.
Large old eucalypts have very deep root systems
and large water requirements and help to
lower the level of the water table, reducing the
impact of salinity on cropland. Widely-spaced
trees develop a large root volume and have the
potential to intercept and pump considerable
amounts of subsurface water.
Beyond farm productivity, paddock trees
provide vital habitat for many of the wildlife
species found across the Wheatbelt. Many of
our native wildlife species depend on hollows
for nesting. Due to the age of many paddock
trees they often have suitable structures for bird
hollows, something younger and smaller trees
don’t provide.

Paddock trees provide shelter for stock in
extreme weather conditions, reducing the
impacts of heat stress on stock, resulting in
Paddock trees are vital for native birds, bats and
improved productivity. Sheep suffering from
other animals, who use paddock
excessive heat
trees for resting, feeding,
Single paddock trees
stress have reduced
protection from predators and
appetites and need
... are often between
as a ‘stepping stone’ to larger
to use more energy
habitats.
200-400 years old and
to regulate their
provide multiple benefits Revegetated areas will take a
temperatures, which can
for your farm productivity very long time before they begin
result in decreased daily
to offer benefits equal to those
weight gains.
and the environment. “
of old paddock trees, so it is
Paddock trees also
important that you plan to plant
provide a number of localised benefits for
paddock trees well before the old trees die out.
farm productivity. Native birds, bat species
Paddock trees are vital to the economic and
and possums prey on crop pests and will use
environmental health of the Wheatbelt. Unless
paddock trees for roosting or perching. These
species can also help reduce the impact of mice we look after these age old treasures we could
lose them forever.
and locust plagues on crops. Raptors will perch

“
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Stepping
stones for
native birds

Controlling
insects
Habitat
for bats

Threats to paddock trees
Lack of recruitment
Paddock trees are often nearing the end of their natural
lives and are not being replaced naturally due to the impacts of farm
management activities.

Premature deaths
Paddock trees in many areas are threatened by diseases such as
Phytophthora spp. (a fungal disease)

Clearance
Paddock trees are often not in the most convenient locations for
current farm management practices, resulting in some landholders removing
these ancient trees

Provide
hollows
for nesting
birds

What can you do?
Protect existing paddock trees from soil compaction and trunk damage caused by
stock. By fencing just in from the dripline of the tree you will ensure the tree is
protected from stock, while also ensuring stock still have access to shelter from the
tree. Plant paddock trees before your current paddock trees die from natural
senescence (old age), to ensure there will be a new generation ready to provide vital
habitat and paddock services as the older trees die out Strategically plan where in
your new paddock trees could be planted while having the least impact on your farm
management activities.

Further information:
Scattered Paddock Trees video, by Riverina Local Land Services - https://goo.gl/gLRwul
The Benefits of Paddock Trees, by Project Platypus - http://goo.gl/q8ozp2
The Ecological Value of Paddock Trees - https://goo.gl/DxmWZ1

Increase
property value
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Cycle nutrients
leached below
the pasture
root zone

Help to
protect the
soil from
erosion
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Boyagin Rock
storybook
Extract
www.wheatbeltnrm.org.au/boyagin

Boyagin Rock

Known as Boodjin to some Noongar people, Boyagin Rock is a huge granite outcrop that is of
immense spiritual and cultural significance to Noongar people. It is sacred. It is in the Noongar
boodjar (country) of south-west Western Australia, in the Boyagin Nature Reserve south-west of
Brookton and north-west of Pingelly. The reserve has communities of rare plants and animals. It is
one of the few areas of original fauna and flora left in the Wheatbelt. Boyagin is in the Southwest
Australia Ecoregion – one of only 34 internationally recognised biodiversity hotspots in the world.

Sacred Boyagin Rock
Nyitting/dreaming

Dancers at the Boyagon book launch

“…there was a great explosion as the earth was
being formed. Boyagin Rock erupted and out of
the ground came the wagles: the giant rainbow
serpents. Their bodies, as thick as tree trunks,
glistened and shimmered a silvery green. Each
serpent had a mane of hair and large, luminous
eyes; and as they slithered their way out of the
rocky hill their haunting cries to the night sky
were like the drone of a thousand frogs. … They
formed what we now see as the Avon River,
going past Northam and Toodyay. And they
rested many, many times. All the old Noongar
people know their resting places – I know their
resting places… The Noongar people know it as
the Ballardong River, not the Avon River…”
– Everett Kickett (RIP), 19951
“The Nyitting or Dreaming… is the time before
time when spirits rose from the earth and
descended from the sky to create the land forms
and all living things… Noongar creation stories
can vary from region to region but they are part
of the connection between all living things.”1
1. www.noongarculture.org.au/spirituality accessed 30/3/2015
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2. Mammals of the Avon Region by Mandy Bamford, Rowan Inglis and Katie Watson © 2009 Department of Parks and Wildlife

dlife

More than 70 Aboriginal and community members from the Pingelly and
Brookton shires celebrated its publication launch at Boyagin Rock.

Noombat2
Numbat/Banded Anteater
Myrmecobius fasciatus
“Rocky Ford is coming back towards Brookton from (Boyagin), that’s where there used to be a lot
of noombats. Wadjalas (white people) call them numbats. We call them noombats. Footballers.
Hawthorn football colours. They’re hard to pull out of a log, you’d never pull them out, you’d grab
them by the tail. Nearly pull the tail off they wouldn’t come out of that log. Their nails stuck in.
They’ve got good claws. We used to catch them just to let them go again (when we were kids).”
– Don Collard (Page 17, Boodjin, The Boyagin Rock Storybook)
Numbats eat about 20,000 termites a day, using their long sticky tongue to dip into narrow cavities
in logs, leaf litter and in small holes in the ground to get termites. Numbats do not need to drink
water; they get enough moisture from termites. Numbats are active during the day when it warms
up enough for termites to become active. Numbats live alone because termites are small and hard
to find, and numbats cannot afford to share them. Numbats travel large distances to find termites
so their home range is between 25 and 50 hectares in size. The numbat, the Western
Australian faunal emblem, was once found across most of southern Australia, but is
now an endangered species. Numbats are eaten by birds of prey, snakes, goannas,
chuditch, foxes and feral cats. Their striped fur helps them camouflage against the
woodland floor. Numbats need hollow logs to hide from
predators and for nest hollows. Numbats make burrows,
especially in winter, which they line with grass,
shredded bark, leaves, feathers and flowers. If trees
and logs are removed, numbats have no refuge
sites and the termites die out, which leaves them
with nothing to eat.
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Youth Soil Photo Competition

1st “Collapse” by Acacia Shannon, Wyalkatchem District High School
Wheatbelt NRM, University of WA and the
Department of Food and Agriculture WA, were
pleased to announce the winners of the 2015 Youth
Soil Photo Competition.

2nd “Soil - Before and After” by Hayden
Iles, Cunderdin District High School

Acacia Shannon from Wyalkatchem District High
School was the overall winner with her picture
“Collapse”. Acacia said “This photo is of a paddock
of canola that has had the soil eroded due to large
amounts of rain and poor soil conditions. It was
taken in South Yelbeni on the 8th of August. I like
this photo because it shows that it’s not just the
rainfall that has affected the crop but the poor soil
conditions, as it has grown on the closest side of
the eroded patch. It also displays the fact that the
farmer hasn’t been able to grow crop on the other
side due to the salinity.”
Entries were of a high quality and the students
impressed with their knowledge of soil health issues
in the region. The photographs were displayed at
the 2015 Dowerin Field Days where they generated
much interest. You can view all competition entries
on our website http://www.wheatbeltnrm.org.au/
our-information/image-gallery

3rd “Tramlining” by Charli Sprigg
Mukinbudin District High School
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Well done to all entrants, thank-you for taking part!

Stormwater Reuse
project wraps up
Merredin dam

After two and a half years the Stormwater Reuse project has come to a close. This project was
funded by Royalties for Regions, with oversight by DAFWA and with Wheatbelt NRM delivering the
work. The Stormwater reuse supported local governments to build infrastructure that harvested,
stored and reused stormwater for community benefits. Eight projects were funded in seven local
government areas with over $1,750,000 going straight into the capital works.

Funded projects included:
Shire of Kulin
Shire of Lake Grace

Improved town drainage and storage dams
$314,738
Solar pumps installed at Newdegate and Lake Grace to $20,000
reduce dam overflow
Shire of Merredin
Existing dams at the Recreation Centre replaced with
$57,600
water tanks to reduce evaporation
Shire of Merredin
Dam cover installed to reduce evaporation
$130,000
Shire of Northam
Drainage works in Wundowie and dam covers
$980,590
Shire of Nungarin
Improved street drainage
$28,835
Shire of Toodyay
Water tank installed
$13,778
Shire of York
New dam to store water captured from car park and
$192,600
buildings.
Part of Merredin’s program included replacing dams with storage tanks and covering part of
another dam to reduce evaporation.
The Chief Executive Officer of the Merredin Shire Council, Greg Powell said his town had been
working towards being “off the pipeline” for a number of years.
“We have more recently become a Water Wise council and with the assistance of this program, we
have also been able to address losses from evaporation,” Greg Powell said.
Other significant outcomes include the Shire of Kulin collecting almost four years’ worth of water
over one winter period and the Shire of Northam being able to reticulate the Bakers Hill oval
providing the community with a year round facility.
As a result of this work across all the projects the following water savings are projected:
•

Approximately 50 mega litres in increased storage capacity (50,000KL).

•

Equal to 20 olympic swimming pools.

•

Estimated savings to local government of $150,000 per year

•

Estimated savings to Water Corporation of $350,000 per year

•

Estimated savings assuming a minimum 10 year life span for projects:
> $1.5 million to local governments.
> $3.5 million to Water Corporation.
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Saltland Revegetation
By Terri Jones, Project Delivery Officer - Biodiversity

Saltbush revegetation

Often overlooked due to not being arable farming
land, salt lakes and other naturally saline systems
are still valuable features of our landscape.
Although they may appear barren, many are
rich ecosystems which incorporate unique flora
species and provide specialised habitat for
animals including reptiles, mammals, birds and
invertebrates. Salt lakes and waterways which
experience seasonal drying and sedimentation
can also accumulate large stores of seed from
surrounding vegetation which may germinate
when environmental conditions are suitable.

With regards to ground preparation prior to
planting, methods should be tailored to the site
or zone. Hessian or brush matting may be useful
to stabilise soil in areas with seasonally high
water flow, while flat areas of bare salt scald
often require no more than a light rake across
the surface if applying seed. For waterlogged
areas, mounding may be beneficial by providing
variation in salinity and level of waterlogging for
establishing seedlings.

Maintaining and/or improving the condition of
salt land systems on your property is a great
way to enhance biodiversity and improve
overall ecosystem health. Re-vegetation of
these areas can be very effective, but planning
and species selection is key. On the outset, it is
important to identify features of the site, such
as vegetation zones (e.g. riparian canopy trees,
waterline shrubs, basin sedges, or samphires),
soil characteristics (e.g. type, water retention),
water quality (esp. salinity) and seasonal
hydrology, as well as any long-term trends like
increasing salinity or lowering the water table.
Understanding these aspects will help in your
planning and plant selection.

1. Is the species native to the local area?

Before commencing planting it is also vital
to prepare the site by fencing out livestock,
controlling rabbit populations, and combating
any existing weeds, such as pasture grasses,
Saltwater Couch or Spiny Rush (Juncus acutus).
Weed control is best carried out using herbicides,
or by applying matting, so as to minimise soil
disturbance which could lead to erosion. It is also
worth considering what effects the adjoining land
use will have on the site and how to monitor or
prevent impacts.
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In choosing which species to plant, you should
take into account the following factors:

2. Is the species appropriate to the zone it will
be planted in?
3. Is the species suitable for the salinity level,
soil and water conditions?
4. Will it still be suitable in the future, based on
changing conditions?
It is a good idea to use a number of different plant
species in your revegetation, rather than just a
few, as each species will provide different services
to the environment – including soil stabilisation,
nutrient stripping, oxygenation of sediment and
food, or shelter for fauna. Having a wide range of
plant types will create a healthier overall system
and provide different levels of habitat. It will also
increase the chance of establishing species that
do well on your site, as you won’t have all your
eggs in one basket. A select list of species known
from saline systems in the Avon region can be
found in the table to the right, and can be used as
a good starting point.
When planting, trees are best spaced about three
metres apart with shrubs closer to two metres,
and ‘stacking’ (putting different sized plants

next to each other) is ideal as it will allow for
denser planting and more closely mimic natural
vegetation structure. In the year after planting,
the site should be monitored as some plants may
not have survived. It is also a good time to follow
up with infill planting using the more successful

species. For areas which may hold a significant
store of native seed within sediment, you may
also wish to apply a smoke water product to
trigger germination of the originally occurring
species.

Species

Description Salt
Tolerance

Waterlogging Additional Information
Tolerance

Atriplex bunburyana

Shrub

High

Moderate

Drought tolerant. An important food source for
fauna. Its dense habit makes it ideal shelter for a
range of fauna.

Atriplex hymenotheca

Shrub

High

Moderate

Drought tolerant. An important food source for
fauna.

Atriplex lindleyi subsp.
inflata

Shrub

High

Moderate

Drought tolerant. An important food source for
fauna.

Callistemon phoeniceus
(Lesser Bottlebrush)

Tall Shrub

High

Moderate

Salt and waterlogging tolerance varies with provenance. Its flowers are an important food source
for a range of insects, mammals and birds. Its dense
nature provides ideal nesting sites and shelter.

Casuarina obesa (Swamp
Sheoak, Saltwater Sheoak)

Tree

High

High

Its shallow roots help stabilise wetland soils, trap sediment, slow the speed of floodwaters and therefore
decrease erosion. It can provide important shelter for
fauna.

Eucalyptus sargentii (Salt
River Gum)

Tree

High

Moderate

Salt and waterlogging tolerance varies with provenance. It is an important food source for a range
of insects, mammals and birds and provides habitat
for a wide range of fauna. Its roots help stabilise and
bind riparian soil.

Frankenia pauciflora

Groundcover /
Low Shrub

High

High

A very useful ground storey shrub that is excellent at
stabilising sandy sediments in floodway and stream
banks using its dense network of fine roots. It is an
important food source for a range of insects and
provides homes for many invertebrates.

Gahnia trifida

Sedge

High

Moderate

Excellent soil stabiliser and nutrient stripper due to
its network of roots and dense foliage at the soil surface. Pumps oxygen into the sediment, which assists
essential microbial activity.

Juncus kraussii subsp.
australiensis

Rush

High

High

Excellent soil stabiliser and nutrient stripper for
permanent and seasonal watercourses due to its network of roots and dense foliage at the soil surface. It
also has the ability to pump oxygen into the sediment, which assists with essential microbial activity.

Maireana brevifolia (Small- Shrub
leaf Bluebush)

High

Moderate

Very drought tolerant. The fruit and succulent leaves
are important for fauna in saline ecosystems.

Melaleuca thyoides (Saltwater Teatree, Salt-buster
Myrtle)

Tall Shrub

High

Moderate

Drought tolerant. Its shallow roots stabilise wetland
soils, trap sediment and slow the speed of flood waters, decreasing erosion. Its flowers are an important
food source for a range of fauna and its dense nature
provides nesting sites and shelter.

Rhagodia drummondii

Groundcover /
Low Shrub

High

Moderate

Very drought tolerant. This is a good soil stabiliser
and provides food and shelter for fauna.

Tecticornia lylei

Samphire

High

Moderate

Provides important habitat for fauna in saline
ecosystems. Pumps oxygen into the sediment under
waterlogged conditions, thereby greatly improving
the health of the system.

Tecticornia pergranulata

Samphire

High

High

Provides important habitat for fauna in saline
ecosystems. Pumps oxygen into the sediment under
waterlogged conditions, thereby greatly improving
the health of the system.

For more salt tolerant species and further information please visit:
www.wheatbeltnrm.org.au/saltlandrevegetation
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Planting the Wheatbelt
with Eucalypts
By Kelly Thorburn, Communications Officer
With thanks to Malcolm French

There are 160 naturally occurring eucalypts
in the central Wheatbelt region, of which
32 are cultivated for various uses, including
revegetation programs, oil extraction, floristry,
and ornamental purposes.
Eight of these ornamentals rank among
Australia’s favourite cultivars and appear in
gardens across the eastern states. However,
despite being endemic to the Wheatbelt they
are hard to find on local farms or in Wheatbelt
towns.

Building farm value
According to Malcolm French – a farm sale
auctioneer with Elders and author of Eucalypts
of Western Australia’s Wheatbelt – planting
trees on your farm land can have a big impact
on your farm’s value. Planting the right native
species in the right spots – even only three to
five plants – can make the difference between
a sale or not, regardless of the state of the
farming economy.

Visual appeal
Planting native eucalypts can also boost the
visual appeal of our Wheatbelt towns and
roadsides. They make wonderful additions to
farm entrances, yards, gardens and windbreaks,
and are equally at home in town gardens for
their brilliant displays that attract native birds.
And planting them will help increase the
region’s biodiversity and assist in preserving
eucalypt species that have been listed as rare or
threatened flora.

Wheatbelt mallees
The following Wheatbelt mallees are endemic
to the Wheatbelt and are ideal for planting in
clumps of three to five trees. Mallees are woody
plants that are multi-stemmed from ground
level and seldom taller than ten metres (33
feet). When cut off at ground level or destroyed
by fire, these plants will tend to regenerate
more densely and re-flower within three years.

Jingymia Mallee
(Eucalyptus synandra)

Origin: northern Wheatbelt
Habitat: rangelands
Bark: white with reddish brown streaks
Leaves & flowers: long, narrow dull green leaves.
Creamy skirt-like flowers that age to pink.
Uses: ornamental
Conservation status: Threatened Flora
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Rose Mallee, Scott’s Mallee
(Eucalyptus rhodantha)

Origin: northern Wheatbelt
Habitat: sandplain heath
Bark: smooth, grey to grey-brown or beige
Leaves & flowers: round, blue-green leaves. Red
flowers, with yellow anthers.
Uses: ornamental
Conservation status: Threatened Flora (Declared Rare
Flora – Extant)

Silver Princess
(Eucalyptus caesia)

Origin: central Wheatbelt
Habitat: granite rock outcrops
Bark: Reddish brown bark that continuously peels in
small curly flakes.
Leaves & flowers: grey-green leaves, pink flowers
Uses: ornamental
Conservation status: Priority 4: Rare, Near Threatened
and other species in need of monitoring

Red-Flowered Mallee
(Eucalyptus erythronema)

Origin: central-eastern Wheatbelt
Habitat: variety of landscapes
Bark: seasonally colourful from grey-white or white to
pale yellow turning rosy pink to dark red-purple
Leaves & flowers: shiny leaves in olive-green to gree,
pink to red, in late spring and summer
Uses: ornamental, revegetation, honey production, bird
attraction
Conservation status: Not Threatened

Southern Cross Silver Mallee
(Eucalyptus crucis subsp. crucis)

Origin: central-eastern Wheatbelt
Habitat: granite rock outcrops
Bark: reddish brown bark that continuously peels in
small curly flakes
Leaves & flowers: silvery-blue round leaves that have
pointed tips and no stalk, pale yellow flowers
Uses: ornamental, floristry
Conservation status: Threatened Flora
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Long-flowered Marlock
(Eucalyptus macrandra)

Origin: southern Wheatbelt
Habitat: granite landscape
Bark: grey bark over cream to intense tan
Leaves & flowers: very glossy, green to olive green
leaves. Profuse yellow flowers.
Uses: honey production, bird attraction, windbreak,
screening, revegetation
Conservation status: Not Threatened

Blue Mallee, Tallerack
(Eucalyptus pleurocarpa)

Origin: southern Wheatbelt
Habitat: sandplain heath
Bark: grey to creamy tan or beige, that shreds to ribbons
Leaves & flowers: broad, rounded, grey-blue leaves,
white flowers from the third year
Uses: ornamental, floristry
Conservation status: Not Threatened

Dowerin Rose
(Eucalyptus pyriformis)

Origin: northern and central Wheatbelt
Habitat: white to pale yellow sandplains
Bark: grey to creamy brown, shreds in ribbons
Leaves & flowers: dull grey oval leaves, large red or
creamy yellow flowers, in winter and spring
Uses: ornamental
Conservation status: Not Threatened

Trees for shade & enhancement

These eucalypts are also endemic to the Wheatbelt region but have a tree shaped habit
instead. They are upright, single-stemmed woody plants with various crown forms and are
ideal for shade, making them great for enhancing the mallee species listed above.
Eucalyptus aequioperta		
E. camaldulensis subsp. arida
E. loxophleba subsp. loxophleba and subsp.
supralaevis
			
E. myriadena			

E. salmonophloia 		
E. densa subsp. densa		
E. ornata			
E. salubris			
E. spathulata

References:
French, M 2012, Eucalypts of Western Australia’s Wheatbelt, Padbury WA.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjAY615h7Iw
http://www.eucalyptsofwa.com.au
http://www.dpaw.wa.gov.au/plants-and-animals/threatened-species-and-communities
https://www.anbg.gov.au/cpbr/cd-keys/euclid3/euclidsample/html/learn.htm
Photos appear courtesy of Florabase: https://florabase.dpaw.wa.gov.au/
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